
The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time | Visual Indicator Follow-Along  
 
The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time is an adventurous mystery that can be, at times, emotionally charged 
or involve moments of threats or physical violence. To prepare our audiences in these moments, we will have two staff 
members at the front of the stage who will alert the audience by holding up glow sticks 10 – 20 seconds before the 
moment is to occur. We will be practicing this at curtain call so you know what this looks like.  
 
If at any time you feel like you need a break from the performance, please feel free to use our accommodations or break 
space locations. The full list of locations can be found on the other side of this paper. Ushers will also be available if you 
need assistance.  
 

ACT 1 

Icon Timestamp (?) Description 

 
 Mrs. Shears screams at the sight of the dead dog 

 
 Policeman grabs Christopher; Christopher hits the policeman 

 
 Ed yells at Christopher about Mr. Shears 

 
 Ed and Christopher fight; Ed hits Christopher 

 
 Christopher breaks down after learning about Judy 

 

ACT 2 

Icon Timestamp (?) Description 

 
 Sound cue of noises and voices while Christopher is at the train station 

 
 Christopher barks like a dog at two people at the train station 

 
 Flashing video cues of what Christopher sees while on the train 

 
 Woman on train screams in surprise at finding Christopher 

 
 Loud sounds as Christopher gets off the train 

 
 Judy breaks down over upsetting news about Ed and Christopher 

 
 Ed, Judy, and Mr. Shears argue; Christopher points knife at Ed, a policeman takes Ed away 

 
 Christopher breaks down about his A-levels 

 
 Mr. Shears grabs Christopher; Judy pulls Mr. Shears away 

 
 Christopher loudly drums his hands on the stage 

 
 Christopher pushes a table towards Ed 

 

 This icon indicates moments of heightened emotion. 

 This icon indicates moments that may be jarring or surprising, intense light or sound cues, or moments of physical 
violence. We will notify the audience of these moments by holding up glowsticks 10-20 seconds in advance, giving you 
time to prepare. 


